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Research Abstract:  

This study investigates the role of post-communist institutes of memory in shaping what it means 

to be Ukrainian. It does so by exploring how such institutes redefine Ukraine’s geopolitical and 

domestic interests. This project focuses specifically on Ukrainian participation in an EU funded 

institute of memory, called the Platform of European Memory and Conscience. It further does 

this by assessing the projects of its Ukrainian subsidiaries, particularly the Ukrainian Institute of 

National Remembrance. It also examines the importance of Ukraine in furthering the political 

agenda of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience and the role of the Platform in 

constructing national memory in Ukraine. This study is part of a larger project of the author that 

compares Polish, Czech, and Ukrainian involvement with the Platform of European Memory and 

Conscience.  
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Research Goals: 

This research contributes to current discussions, led by scholars like David R. Marples  and Jared 1

McBride,  of how Russian military intervention in Ukraine has further cemented the prominence 2

of the symbolic process of “decommunization,” in Ukraine’s mainstream political arena. It gives 

considerable attention to the head of Ukraine’s decommunization effort, Volodymyr Viatrovych. 

The former director of the Archives of the Security Service of Ukraine, and the current head of 

the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance (UINP), Viatrovych has already led many 

nationalist history initiatives, most of which aimed at rehabilitating the controversial Ukrainian 

Insurgent Army. This research focuses primarily on Viatrovych’s involvement with the Platform 

of European Memory and Conscience in his role as head of the Ukrainian Institute of National 

Remembrance.  

This research explores how events held by the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance  

(UINP) influences the current Ukrainian political climate. It compares the symbolic capital of 

totalitarianism, decommunization, and partisan rehabilitation used in UINP events and 

exhibitions with similar tropes used by the Platform of European Memory and Conscience. It 

investigates the symbolism and meaning in materials generated by the UINP in order to 

understand its decommunization efforts and its role in constructing national memory within the 

broader context of its membership in the Platform of European Memory and Conscience. 

Overall, this research contributes to the field of nationalism and the enduring importance of the 

 See David Marples, “Volodymyr Viatrovych and Ukraine’s Decommunization Laws.” Krytyka May 2015.1

 See Jared McBride, “How Ukraine’s New Memory Commissar Is Controlling the Nation’s Past,” The Nation 13 2

August 2015.
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nation state in Europe and provides US policy makers with a better understanding of the current 

Ukrainian political climate. 

Research Activities: 

My research in Kyiv focused on documenting the activities of the Ukrainian Institute of National 

Remembrance. This involved observing events held by the organization, as well as collecting 

official statements given by its director, Volodymyr Viatrovych. This included events such as the 

unveiling of a plaque dedicated to OUN (Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists) leader, Ievhen 

Konovalets' (located at 24 Sichovykh Stril'tsiv street in Kyiv). The commemorative ceremony 

honoring Konovalets' provided key ideological statements, given in speeches by Viatrovych and 

Ukrainian officials, such as Vice Prime Minister, Pavlo Rozenko. These statements symbolically 

tied the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (and their successor organization, the Ukrainian 

Insurgent Army) to Ukraine’s current military struggle, projecting historical continuity over a 

century-long struggle for independence. This is important because the legacy of the Organization 

of Ukrainian Nationalists is controversial, due to issues such as anti-Semitism and violence 

against Jews; and carrying out an ethnic cleansing campaign of Poles. In terms of understanding 

the political ideology of the current Ukrainian state, it is clear that rehabilitating OUN-UPA is 

becoming a priority. This became particularly clear when the Ukrainian Institute of National 

Remembrance held an event in Kyiv announcing that 2017 would honor the 75th anniversary of 

the Ukrainian Insurgent Army by holding a year-long commemorative campaign. Projects 

included an exhibition, an international conference as well as a film festival. The Institute of 

National Remembrance also announced that it was working on a new draft law concerning the 
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rehabilitation of victims of political repression—specifically members of OUN-UPA. Something 

that also struck me about this event was the emphasis on UPA as originally an anti-Nazi 

resistance group. This certainly belies the fact that UPA also collaborated with the Germans 

during WWII. The Institute of National Remembrance provided an infographic of the supposed 

timeline of Nazi resistance that they planned on using in schools across Ukraine as part of a year 

long initiative to teach Ukrainian students about UPA. This is just one example of the materials 

that I collected in the course of my research.  

Much of my work focuses on how organizations like the Ukrainian Institute of National  

Remembrance construct a master narrative of good nationalists fighting totalitarianism. 

Viatrovych himself has said that among underground groups in Europe, UPA has “fought 

totalitarianism the longest,” and the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance released a 

statement that, “the continuation of UPA’s struggle—in the form of non-violent resistance—was 

the dissident movement.” Appropriately, another part of my research in Kyiv involved dissident 

narratives created by the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance. In Kyiv, the Institute of 

National Remembrance unveiled a decommunized street and a commemorative plaque dedicated 

to Vaclav Havel. While the street was quite far away from the city center—close to the National 

Aviation University—it was a very formal affair. At the ceremony, officials—which included the 

Czech Minister of Culture, Daniel Herman—gave speeches explaining how the new street would 

have been impossible without confronting totalitarianism. 

My research in L'viv focused primarily on the activities of the Liberation Movement Research 

Center (TsDVR), in addition to my ongoing work on the Ukrainian Institute of National 

Remembrance. A memory institute founded by Volodymyr Viatrovych, TsDVR strives first and 
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foremost to rehabilitate the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (and their successor 

organization, the Ukrainian Insurgent Army) as part of an all-embracing Ukrainian liberation 

movement, spanning the entirety of the Soviet era and continuing against Russia today. With the 

current preeminence of Viatrovych in shaping Ukrainian political ideology, understanding the 

work of TsDVR affords a unique opportunity to understand how Ukraine’s current military 

struggle is depicted as the natural result of an over century-long struggle for independence from 

Russia. This is problematic, because my research on Poland shows that Ukraine continues to 

underestimate how important vilifying UPA is to Polish politics. By focusing far too much on 

UPA as an anti-Russian symbol, Ukraine ignores that it also does this at the risk of its 

relationship with Poland.         

My research has also included a new initiative marking the 100th anniversary of the Ukrainian 

Revolution of 1917–1921. I have focused particularly on exhibits and events highlighting, “The 

First Government of Ukraine,” a reference to the executive body of the Ukrainian parliament 

during this era, the General Secretariat. This has included a formal meeting of Ukraine’s cabinet, 

led by Prime Minister Volodymyr Groisman, to commemorate the General Secretariat and 

propose the creation of a new “Council of Prime Ministers” modelled on its original format. The 

goal of this meeting was clearly performative in nature and sought to establish political 

continuity (and thereby national legitimacy) between the General Secretariat and the current 

government. Furthermore, these commemorative efforts placed significant emphasis on the 

“voluntary” nature of the General Secretariat: a supposed “ideal government—built not on 

coercion, but on the moral authority and support of the people,” because it had no mechanism for 

collecting taxes and was completely reliant on donations. Other official statements further 
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evoked romantic imagery of peasants and workers from all corners of Ukraine, scraping together 

what little they had to give to the government of the General Secretariat. Such statements echoed 

official narratives of the current civil volunteer movement in Ukraine, despite the fact that many 

of these civic initiatives are skeptical, if not opposed, to the current government due to its 

continued lack of transparency. Throughout my research it remained clear that rehabilitating the 

Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) is once more becoming a priority. Again, this is 

important because the legacy the of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists is highly 

controversial, due to issues such as anti-Semitism and violence against Jews; as well as carrying 

out ethnic cleansing against Poles. The project commemorating the Ukrainian Revolution of 

Poster of eventual OUN (Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists) leader, Ievhen Konovalets. In this poster 
Konovalets is only portrayed as a hero of the Ukrainian Revolution of 1917–1921. The quote by Konovalets says, 
“Through fire, iron is transformed into steel; through struggle, the people are transformed into a nation.”  
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1917–1921 featured various “figures” designated by the Ukrainian Institute of National 

Remembrance to be important to the national canon. One of these was future OUN leader, 

Ievhen Konovalets. The institute designed a poster with the visage of Konovalets, along with the 

following quote: “Through fire, iron is transformed into steel; through struggle, the people are 

transformed into a nation.” As July usually marks what is often an annual debate between 

Ukraine and Poland concerning the involvement of Ukrainian nationalists in the massacre of 

Poles in Volyn in 1943, the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance chose to honor the 

occasion by celebrating the 110th anniversary of the birthday of Roman Shukhevych, who 

surreptitiously became commander of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (successor organization of 

the OUN) in August of 1943. This was in addition to an ongoing project aimed at dispelling “10 

Myths About UPA,” still another attempt to rehabilitate the organization for a contemporary 

audience and yet these projects run afoul of the initiatives of the Polish Institute of National 

Remembrance. Overall, when compared with my ongoing research on the Platform of European 

Memory and Conscience, my research showed Ukraine making a definitive shift away from the 

Soviet legacy, however, because of this the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance is 

beginning to lose its usefulness to the Ukrainian state, leaving serious repercussions.  

Important Research Findings: 

The Platform of European Memory and Conscience has become the propaganda machine of far-

right parties in the European Union and this has started to have a negative impact on members of 

the Eastern Partnership (particularly Ukraine), in addition to the future of democracy in the 
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European Union. The Platform of European Memory and Conscience sustains and funds the 

propaganda projects of these parties when they are in opposition in their home countries. When 

they are not in opposition, the Platform struggles to enforce the supposed solidarity of its 

members and relations between the Institutes of National Remembrance in Poland and Ukraine 

have now rapidly deteriorated. Both of these institutes have also exacerbated nationalist tensions 

and radical extremism in their home countries and this is now proving to be very problematic 

along Ukraine’s EU border.   

The Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrances’s campaign to remake the narrative of 

Ukrainian statehood is also already having unintended consequences. Celebrations for the Battle 

of Kruty were overrun by newly formed “National Squads,” militias made up of returning 

soldiers from the front in the Donbas, who view the Ukrainian military as inherently corrupt. 

They turned these celebrations into their own platform, pledging “loyalty to the Ukrainian 

nation,”—and not the Ukrainian state. The Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance has 

also been trying to create a myth of Ukrainian humanitarianism, linking it back to the Czechs and 

Charter 77, much of this is to court international favour with the west, and yet what it is 

unintentionally doing is communicating the message that Ukrainian civil society should 

completely ignore state institutions and create the “parallel polis,” originally espoused by Havel 

in reaction to the communist state. It is also simultaneously glorifying the violence and terrorist 

tactics used by UPA. Therefore, these campaigns created by the Institute have so far only served 

to create misinformation and chaos, much of which is clearly outside the control of state actors. 

This is clearly the case with the Institute of Ukrainian National Remembrance and Vitali 

Klitschko, who is currently mayor of Kyiv. The Institute has consistently been undermining 
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Klitschko by questioning his commitment to issues of historical memory, particularly his 

commitment to removing the equestrian statue of Russian Civil War hero Mykola Shchors. Many 

in the city demanded the statue be kept and its removal would be extremely costly for officials in 

a city that barely has functioning roads and public infrastructure, and where the waste of public 

funds is much more visible.  The Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance is supposed to be 3

a political tool for the Petro Poroshenko Bloc and yet it is often undermining not just that party 

but Ukrainian political legitimacy as a whole.  

 See also my work as a research assistant for the project, “The Russian-Ukrainian Conflict: Historical Revisionism 3

and Decommunization,” (publication forthcoming).

Equestrian statue of Mykola Shchors, Kyiv. Shchors was a popular Ukrainian hero during the Soviet era, appearing 
on stamps and in the popular Soviet film Shchors [1939]. The Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance has put 
extensive pressure on Kyiv mayor, Vitali Klitschko, to remove the statue.
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The Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance thought that it could always rely on its 

European parent organization and its sister-organizations as allies and yet that is starting to no 

longer be the case [not that it ever was] . The Platform of European Memory and Conscience is  4

now run by Dr. Łukasz Kamiński, and though the former head of the Polish Institute of National 

Remembrance, he also has to answer to Poland’s Law and Justice Party [PiS] or risk further 

persecution. The Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance previously had a polite working 

relationship with the Polish Institute of National Remembrance and now this has rapidly 

 This is certainly the case with Czech memory institutes. For more on this, see Shona Allison, “Spectres of 4

Totalitarianism: The Role of Post-Communist Memory Institutes in Shaping European Memory,” (forthcoming).

Ukrainian Insurgent Army Exhibition by the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance in Kyiv.
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deteriorated. The Polish Institute of National Remembrance has now completely scapegoated 

Viatrovych, citing him as the reason there can never be Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation, and 

declaring that relations with Ukraine are now in a state of “cold war,”—and all of this is the 

unintended consequence of these institutes. 

However, what is of even greater concern is the effect these institutes have had in stoking 

regional conflict, particularly on the Polish-Ukrainian border (and therefore the Eastern border of 

the European Union). Polish communist-era attempts to re-write history were very successful, 

but they had the unintended consequence of moving the story of Polish suffering at the hands of 

Ukrainians to Przemyśl, the main border station of the EU. Factually, the people living in this 

area have nothing to do with the massacres committed by the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, but try 

telling this to those that currently live there, to a population who holds reenactments of Polish 

villagers being murdered by Ukrainians and who have led a sustained vigilante campaign to 

destroy Ukrainian minority sites in the area. First and foremost, this is the fault of Polish 

communists, who purposely commissioned books and movies to show events taking place there, 

and now in our era, it is the fault of the Polish Institute of National Remembrance, who is 

currently exacerbating tensions in the area and placing blame solely with the Ukrainian 

community. However, the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance is no less guilty because 

its main prerogative is to obfuscate UPA’s crimes and tell Ukrainians not to be good citizens, but 

to be good nationalists. The problem with this is that the Institute implements historical projects

—manufacturing history and historical issues—often at the cost of state political stability. Much 

of what the Institute does is inherently contradictory, first working on projects promoting UPA, 

which factually participated in the Holocaust, and now, due to the situation in Poland, trying to 
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take up the mantle of defending the Jews in order to garner international support. Furthermore, 

the Institute of National Remembrance in Ukraine has often thought it could promote UPA in 

order to have a non-Soviet narrative, the intent is to upset Russia, but it does so by mostly 

upsetting Poland, who should be Ukraine’s ally. Again, this only serves to generate 

misinformation, disinform the Ukrainian public, and create unintended rifts and difficulties. The 

invention of nationalism and the nation itself was meant to create political stability within state 

boundaries. That is the opposite effect that these institutes are having on Ukrainian and European 

society. For example, the Polish Institute of National Remembrance informs Polish constituents 

that the term “Glory Ukraine” is bad for the Polish nation, because it was used by the Ukrainian 

Insurgent Army, who killed Poles, Ukrainian politicians, guided by the master narrative 

constructed by the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance, decide to implement “Glory 

Ukraine,” as the official greeting of the Ukrainian army, as a display of defiance to Russia, 

without fully understanding the implications of this action for its relationship with Poland.  

These institutes have always been self-contradictory: modelled on Soviet-era institutions, their 

stated mission is to promote awareness of communist crimes. Their actual mission is to discredit 

the left leaning political opponents of the parties that founded them. However, their results are 

usually to the detriment of these original parties and often generate platforms later adopted by far 

right radical activists, who lay beyond the control of center-conservative parties. These parties 

are then held hostage politically by the very myths they served to create, preventing them from 

accomplishing their actual intended political platform, and, in the Polish case, has already led to 

the rise of national socialism.      
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Policy Implications and Recommendations:  

The dissolution of cooperation between the Polish and Ukrainian Institutes of National 

Remembrance shows that these institutes cannot be controlled effectively and in the end only 

sow tension, discord, and hatred amongst the general population. These institutes are modelled 

after Soviet-era institutions and are meant to create perfect, loyal subjects, easily controlled by 

whatever party that created them. However, because these countries are much more pluralistic 

than the Soviet Union, they often do not work and lead to chaos and misinformation that is 

detrimental to effective governance. The only time they are effective is when the country in 

question—i.e., Poland—purposely takes a turn toward authoritarianism. They are authoritarian 

institutions by nature and should not be used by democratic countries. Therefore, they should 

also be condemned as such by the US—and the EU should be held accountable for indirectly 

funding and supporting them.   

These institutes have now created a completely unnecessary problem along the EU-Ukraine 

border. This is serious because Polish national mythology demands the return of Western Ukraine 

in a very similar manner to that of Russian national mythology laying claim to Crimea and the 

Donbas (Ukraine’s Eastern Border). A conflict of that scale on the EU border would not be good 

for US interests.  

These institutes are also the reason for the recent law on the Holocaust in Poland. These institutes 

dedicate much of their efforts to legislation in Brussels; their home countries; and even in the 

United States. This often starts out symbolically, for example, Poland legislating UPA’s crimes as 
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genocide ; the Ukrainian Ambassador meeting with the Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs 5

Committee to discuss the, “passing in the current U.S. Congress of a commemorative resolution 

on the 85th anniversary of the 1932-1933 Famine-Genocide (Holodomor) in Ukraine.”  6

However, given enough power, these institutes then press for real laws, such as Poland’s new 

legislation, which now makes it, “illegal to accuse the Polish nation of complicity in crimes 

committed by Nazi Germany, including the Holocaust.”  They also press for laws to persecute 7

former political opponents and silence opposition to simplistic narratives of the nation. American 

news outlets have already cited the Holocaust law as a “distortion of facts,” that has, “caused 

widespread confusion.”  However, the Polish Institute of National Remembrance has been 8

working on absolving Poles from the Holocaust ever since it appropriated Israel’s “Righteous 

Among Nations,” to single out virtuous people that saved Poles in WWII. The recent law is just 

the culmination of those efforts.  

These institutes cannot be effectively managed long-term in a democratic setting (once the ouster 

of the party that controls them is gone, the entire internal structure crumbles and the master 

narrative is in disarray)—and therefore they should be condemned. Their versions of history are 

never factual and they intentionally persecute and harass historians who use empirical methods. 

They are anti-democratic in nature—and only serve to create misinformation and chaos—even to 

the detriment of those politicians that created them. They also are starting to have serious 

 See Shona Allison. “Residual History: Memory and Activism in Modern Poland,” Nationalities Papers 43: (906–5

926).
 “Ukrainian Ambassador Meets with U.S. House Foreign Affairs Committee Chairman,” UKRINFORM 7 February 6

2018.
 “Polish Holocaust Law Sows ‘Distortions,’ Poland’s Chief Rabbi Says,” CNN 9 February 2018.7

 “Polish Holocaust Law Sows ‘Distortions,’ Poland’s Chief Rabbi Says,” CNN 9 February 2018.8
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repercussions for US foreign policy, needlessly upsetting Israel, and generating unnecessary 

problems between Poland and Ukraine.    

The US should condemn the existence of these institutes (The Ukrainian Institute of National 

Remembrance; The Polish Institute of National Remembrance; and The Platform of European 

Memory and Conscience)—not simply their actions. Now that most Soviet symbols have been 

removed from Ukraine, the US should discourage Ukrainian political parties from supporting the 

Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance. US actors should also alert Brussels that not only 

is it funding and endorsing these institutes that are directly undermining EU democratic 

institutions, but that this could potentially lead to later conflict along the Eastern EU border; and 

certainly to instability within the Eastern Partnership. The US should also instruct tax-payer 

funded Radio Free Europe to stop giving members of these Institutes op-eds in their news 

outlets.  The US should also stick to sanctions and avoid commemorative resolutions when using 9

soft power against Russia.  

 See, for example, “Asymetriia. Pro Pol's'ko-ukrains'kii shliakh do porozuminnia,” Radio Svoboda 6 February 2018. 9
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Co-Curricular Activity: 

Due to the nature of my research, I ultimately did not wish to risk losing access to events and 

exhibitions by holding lectures or talks in Ukraine. Furthermore, because Ukrainian historians 

are pressured to pursue nationalist rhetoric at the expense of empiricism, and due to the 

politically charged climate as a result of the ongoing situation in the Donbas, I did not seek out 

local Ukrainian scholars in the field. However, I am planning to present my research findings in 

Ukraine later this year at the International Association for the Humanities (MAG) convention in 

L'viv. I am also planning on applying to participate in the International workshop, “Memories 

and Legacies of Revolutions: Continuity and Disruption,” held later this year in Zaporizhzhia.  

Plans for Future Research/Presentations and Publications: 

In the short term, I plan on presenting my findings at the annual conference of the Canadian 

Association of Slavists and at the American Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian 

Studies. I also plan on giving a lecture at the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at some 

point during the next year. There are also various opportunities within the Ukrainian community 

(which is quite large) in Edmonton in which I intend to take part. In the long term, I plan to 

finish my dissertation, which is a comparative study of the Platform of European Memory and 

Conscience in Poland; Ukraine; and the Czech Republic. However, I will also be submitting a 

shorter article focusing specifically on Ukraine to a peer-reviewed journal. I am currently a 

research assistant with Dr. David R. Marples at the University of Alberta, the project we are 

working on concerns the Donbas in Ukraine. I am also teaching an upcoming course on 
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historiography at the University of Alberta, and will be incorporating issues of historical memory 

and the findings of this research project into this course.         
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